Dear all,

“We have to admit that we are boundedly rational,  
But the rational man is even more bounded,  
So let’s have pity on him.”

Our experimental-behavioral group invites you all to our  
Experimental - Behavioral Economics Christmas Meeting,  
with the topic “Implementing Economic Experiments in Every Course”

Date: Thursday 2nd of December, 14.00-15.00, aula 20-233, Jaume I

Agenda:

- **Rosemarie Nagel**: at least one economic experiments in every course  
in the undergrad and grad studies (support through the exper.-behavior. group members)  
- **Humberto Llavador**: an example: undergrad course “introduction to microeconomics with experiments” (taught by H. Llavador, N. Iriberri, R. Nagel in first year Econ, ADE, IBE)  
- **Rosemarie Nagel 2011**: LeeX Experimental Economics Summer School in Macroeconomics in preparation ([Lictem 2011](#))  
- **Rosemarie Nagel 2011**: LeeX International Conference on Theoretical and Experimental Macroeconomics in preparation ([BLEESS 2011](#))  
- **Gert Cornelissen**: Organization of one or two day retreat per year of the group, including a mini workshop.  
- other points.

Cava and German Christmas cookies will be served.  
Please confirm your attendance to rosemarie.nagel@upf.edu  
so there is enough cava. ..

See you then, and Merry Advent  
Rosemarie Nagel  
[Go to our leeX webpage](#)